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Award-Winning

App & Web Development Company Trusted by Global Brands like Zigbang, GS E&C, LS Electric and Samsung C&T.

Divii Consulting is the fastest-growing, top-rated, App & Web development company that provides technology-driven outsourcing services worldwide.

- **Led By** Serial Entrepreneur CEO
- **Offices** USA, South Korea, India
- **Core Value** Experienced, Dedicated & Passionate
- **Successful Projects** 300+ Successful Projects
- **Team Members** 200+ highly experienced professionals
Awards & Accreditations

- **Genius Education 2022**: EduTech Company
- **AES Global Award 2022**: Asia EdTech Summit Committee
- **Patent of Artificial Intelligence 2020**: Based Learning System
- **Korean EduTech Enterprise Award 2018**: Minister of Trade, Industry, and Energy Award
Key Members

Minkyu Koo  CEO
Minkyu Koo is the founder and CEO of Divii Consulting. Prior to initiating the IT consulting business, he founded his first IT venture Subcommune in 2012 after completing his MBA from Fordham University, New York. In 2013, he founded Han River Technology in India, and then in 2018, Divii School in Korea. Having the genes of entrepreneurship, marketing, project management, research and development, Minkyu is responsible for leading Divii’s burgeoning strategy discipline and sharpening the overall strategic vision and approach of the organization.

Avinandan Roy  Co-founder and the driving force
Avinandan Ray is the co-founder and the driving force behind the Divii Consulting. As the Managing Director, Avinandan is an asset to our company as he leads us to develop initiatives. For 10 years, he has steered Divii Consulting from modest origins to one of the most vibrant, successful digital solution providers in the world.

Hyunjin Koo  Managing Director
Hyunjin Koo is the Managing Director of Divii Consulting International. Hyunjin is specialized in international project management with 20 years of experience in marketing, communications and government relations including $30 billion dollar city-scale development, Songdo International Business District, in South Korea.

Sanjay Pandit  Application Development Manager
Sanjay Pandit is the Application Development Manager of Divii Consulting International. He is responsible for overseeing the creation of new software applications. He works with the team of developers to determine what features should be included in the application, as well as how those features should function.

Dipankar Deb  Chief Technical Officer
Dipankar Deb is the CTO of Divii Consulting. He makes all executive decisions with regard to the technological interests of the company. He is responsible for outlining the company’s technological vision, implementing technology strategies, and ensuring that the technological resources are aligned with the company’s business needs.
### How It All Started:

Our first IT venture Subcommune, Inc. kickstarted by two tech enthusiasts Minkyu Koo & Avinandan Ray with an unparalleled passion & long vision to make a huge impact in the EdTech industry.

### Launched Video English Dictionary:

We launched the world’s first video dictionary which gained substantial popularity and reached 200,000 downloads.

### Revolutionized EdTech Industry:

We launched the Divii School website and application with patent registration of an artificial intelligence-based learning system. Coordinated and managed 700 math tutors from Princeton Review, USA.

### Recognized As Industry Leader:

Achieved 100% project delivery rate, currently we are a team of 200+ world-class professionals and have successfully delivered 300+ projects.

### Established Indian Subsidiary:

We extended our arms to build a robust team in India and established our Indian Subsidiary, Han River Technology.

### Growth:

Started with 3 employees, the company had successfully reached the mark of 45+ employees and developed 100s of EdTech learning modules.

### Expansion Of Business:

We started Divii Consulting to provide IT services to startups and global brands with our industry-leading expertise in IT development.
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1. Trusted By Leading Global Brands

You’ll receive the same award-winning service as we have delivered for Samsung C&T, GS E&C, LS Electric, Zigbang, and other international brands as a leading App & Web Development Service Provider.
2. Korea & India Produce The Best IT Talents

Divii Consulting is the fusion of technology and mind from South Korea and India! Our highly experienced Korean PMs hold hands-on experience in handling high-stake projects and the tech-enthusiast Indian team executes each project in a structured manner.
3. Worked For 20+ Industries

We have worked for almost all industries including healthcare, education, real estate, pharma, hospitality, energy and many more. As a leading app development company, we are always on point, on budget, and on time, says our clients.
4. Number #1 In Quality Control

Korean and Indian project managers maintain the highest quality standards in the world. Quality assurance, unit software testing services, faster response time, and timely deliveries are in-built into our processes of delivering custom, scalable, and reliable solutions.
5. Cost-Effective Indian Developers

Having a robust Indian team gives us an added advantage as Indian professionals work at the most cost effective in the world keeping the quality standards at par with global requirements.
6. Offering Hottest Technologies Of Silicon Valley

We always keep ourselves updated with the latest tech trends in Silicon Valley and incorporate those into our services and offer seamless, state-of-the-art technological solutions to our clientele.
Our Core Expertise Lies in

We provide a wide array of services that are highly scalable and cost-effective

- **Web Development**: We create a seamless experience that keeps users engaged & amplifies client revenue.
- **Mobile App Development**: Brands achieved desired results with our cutting-edge app development solutions.
- **Product Development**: We ideate feature-rich products & our world-class developers get them on board.
- **UI/UX Design**: Our aesthetic designs come with visual appeal that enables optimum user experience.
- **Software Testing**: Robust testing methods and collaborative tools ensure software meets users’ expectations.
- **Hire Dedicated Developers**: Team of 200+ highly experienced developers with a minimum experience of 10+ years.
- **Cloud Development**: Our dynamic cloud development team adheres to the best practices that minimize risk & cost.
- **API Integration & Development**: Robust API services guarantee coherent integration and create dedicated APIs.
- **Big Data Consulting Services**: We cater everything – from Data Management to Data Security & Compliance.
- **Artificial Intelligence**: We offer Machine Learning, Voice/Image Recognition, Data analysis, and Cyber security.
- **Digital Marketing**: Famous for scaling Startups and brands by 10X in terms of acquiring revenue.
- **Analytical Tools & Services**: We create simple yet effective report formats & tools that can share hidden insights.
Our Technology Stack

Services We Offer

Cloud DevOps
- AWS
- Google
- Kubernetes
- Docker
- Jenkins
- Azure

Frontend
- HTML
- CSS
- JavaScript
- Vue.js
- TypeScript
- React.js

Backend
- PHP
- Python
- Laravel
- Node.js
- CodeIgniter

Mobile
- iOS
- Android
- React Native
- Flutter

Testing
- Appium
- OWASP ZAP
- Apache JMeter
- Manual Testing

DBMS
- MongoDB
- SQLite
- PostgreSQL
- Firebase
- Core Data
GS E&C : GS Community

#Communication app for apartment residents

Company Details
GS Engineering & Construction Corp. contracts civil engineering and architectural works, residential and commercial building constructions, and plant installations. The Company also builds educational, leisure, distribution, and environmental facilities.

Project Description
GS Community is a social network application for GS residential complex through which residents can communicate and share their activities. In addition to posting and commenting on activities, users can also create 1:1 chat or group chat rooms with other users.

Technology Used

Platform
Josun Hotels & Resorts: Centerfield Tenant Experience

Company Details
The Centerfield is a prime office building and hotel in Gangnam district of Seoul, Korea by Shinsegae Property. It is currently managed by Josun Hotels & Resorts, one of the finest Korean hotel brands.

Project Description
Through an app and website tenant companies can reserve various amenities such as fitness center, conference rooms, lounges, etc. and receive other lifestyle services in the building. Embedded QR code system allows only authorized users to go through the speedgate when entering and leaving the building and access amenities.

Technology Used
- #Web & app for building management

Platform
Darakwon: E-Learning Website

Company Details
Darakwon is a publishing company that offers educational services. It also offers web-based English/Japanese/Chinese language learning programs using Internet technology and multimedia features.

Project Description
Website is designed to offer e-learning services that provide easy access to product information and additional materials that learners need. Learners can access the website anywhere with a dedicated MP3 player and video lecture.

Technology Used
- php

Platform
ETRI: Wear OS App

Company Details
ETRI, Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute, is a non-profit government-funded research institute with about 2,000 researchers that has been at the forefront of technological excellence for about 40 years in Korea.

Project Description
This app was developed for research purposes and specifically built for as a WearOS app for Samsung Galaxy Watch4 smartwatch to collect health data and monitor device motions such as user’s walking distances, speeds, and heart rates.

Technology Used

Platform

Zigbang : Hogangnono

Company Details
Zigbang is #1 real estate marketplace in Korea that offers an apartment searching app.

Project Description
The Hogangnono app, directly operated by Zigbang Co., Ltd. is the number one real estate app that is used by 3 million people per month. Developers of Divii Consulting are working together on this project to convert some of the APIs of the Hogangnono app into modernized languages. It complies with the strict and detailed technical guidelines of Zigbang and is developed to the highest standard.

Technology Used

Platform
Kyobo Life Insurance: GeulPub Website

Company Details
Kyobo Life Insurance is one of the big 3 life insurance companies in South Korea.

Project Description
“GeulPub” is a website where users can have conversations on the writings and create books based on them. This project was started as an in-house venture of Kyobo Life and has been carried out with the support of the Ministry of SMEs and Startups.

Technology Used

Platform
**LS Electric : Techsquare**

#Automation Services Trading and Management Platform

**Company Details**
LS ELECTRIC provides a power system and automated solution for efficiency and sustainability and delivers safe clean energy.

**Project Description**
Techsquare focuses on providing matching services between factory automation services from one company to another. This platform enables companies to communicate on all necessary processes for factory automation such as sharing automation ideas, making hardware/software transactions, running free diagnostic, providing mentoring services, and etc.

**Technology Used**

**Platform**
Frequently Asked Questions

Q1. How much industry experience does your organization have?

Divii Consulting was established in 2012 i.e. we have a decade-long experience in leveraging brands with our cutting-edge digital solutions.

Q2. How much do your services cost?

There are a number of aspects from the initial concept to the final implementation. Therefore, the cost varies according to the project requirements and the duration you work with us. You can contact us to get a free cost estimation for your specific project.

Q3. How do you cope with clients having little understanding of technology?

If you have a clear vision for your project, we can be a great pair. We are well-versed in transforming your ideas into reality using our expertise in different technologies. We, at Divii Consulting, are here to serve you with the best of our offerings. With our smooth and comprehensive process, you will find things highly simple.
Q4. What are your specializations?

We work with different types of firms (start-ups, brands, medium-sized and enterprise-level corporations). We serve diverse business industries, including beauty, technology, health, travel, finance, food, medical, apparel, transport, education, restaurant, technology etc. Over these years, we have helped business owners improve their customer service, better market their services and products, and earn more customers. Our staff devotes ample time to know the client’s industry, and their competitors to accomplish all the desired goals.

Q5. What would be the experience level of the developers you allocate for any project?

Our experts possess an average experience of 5 years. In terms of expertise, they remain updated with the latest trends and technology in the web and mobile app development industry.

Q6. How much time will you take to build my website?

It totally depends on the complexity of the project. For instance, if we are provided everything, including content and images, it takes a few weeks to design and develop a small website with 9-12 pages.
Q7. What technologies do you work on for app development?

We create apps for Google Android, Apple iOS, Windows, etc. Our developers implement the latest industry trends by adapting the latest and advanced technology options such as Flutter, React Native, AR/VR, Artificial Intelligence, IoT, and others.

Q8. How do you ensure the quality of the results?

Divii Consulting has maintained a 100% project success rate since its incorporation and we minimize the risk of the development process. We flexibly respond to any situation and environment, thereby always producing the best result.

Q9. What does make Divii Consulting a good choice for my next project?

Divii Consulting has attained ample experience, expertise, the right staff, and solid infrastructure to accomplish the project demands. Our solid portfolio of web development, mobile app development, web design and digital marketing as well as our strong presence in the industry makes us the best choice to hire.
Thank you

We apply strategy, creativity, design and data to help transform ideas into reality.

We would love to know your business goals irrespective of the industry, OS, or complexity of the solution. Contact us for a free consultation.

info@diviiconsulting.com  |  diviiconsulting.com/

USA
303 5th Ave. Suite #211 New York, NY 10016-6623

India
EN 13, 5th Floor, Sector-5, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091, West Bengal

South Korea
Room B, 504 Woorim Lions Valley, 168 Gasan Digital 1-ro Geumcheon-gu, Seoul